
InFocus Launches a New User-Friendly Meeting Room Projector 
New Projector Features Intuitive User Controls, Wireless Capabilities, and Advanced Networking  
 
WILSONVILLE, Ore. — Dec. 15, 2003 — InFocus® Corporation (Nasdaq: INFS), the worldwide leader in 
digital projection technology and services, continues its legacy of innovation with the launch of the LP®640, the 
newest meeting room projector with high-end features that include a new breed of user-friendly controls, 
wireless connectivity, and remote networking capabilities. 
 
“We wanted to create a business projector that was more intuitive and tailored to the end user than ever before, 
so we went straight to the source—our customers,” said Kyle Ranson, President and Chief Operating Officer at 
InFocus Corporation. “We continue to bring the latest technology and newest feature enhancements to market, 
and the LP640 is a great blend of powerful projection and high-end features to light the way in any business 
setting.” 
 
Projectability, InFocus’ exclusive ease-of-use design, is incorporated throughout every aspect of the InFocus 
LP640. A 12-language, smart interactive display lets the user know the working status of the projector (i.e. 
when it is on and ready for use, or if a lamp needs to be replaced), which makes it easier and more intuitive to 
operate and maintain. Optional settings, effects and last-minute changes can be adjusted on a simple, icon-
based menu, and color-coded connections enable quick and easy set-up. 
 
The LP640 also includes features most requested by IT professionals from across the globe, such as automatic 
keystone adjustment and automatic image synchronization with a source such as a computer, to ensure a quick 
start and smooth transitions. The InFocus LP640, with 2200 lumens, offers outstanding color saturation.  
 
Bringing wireless freedom to the boardroom, the LP640 supports LiteShow, the secure wireless connectivity 
solution by InFocus. LiteShow allows users to securely project their ideas from PCs anywhere in the room on a 
shared projector for either individual or collaborative interactive presentations. LiteShow delivers high-resolution, 
full-color clarity with fast image updates and smooth, jitter-free images. Industry-standard 128-bit data 
encryption ensures that data transmission and future product upgrades are as secure and reliable as cabled 
projection. 
 
Optional capabilities include networking with InFocus ProjectorNet software that allows IT and facilities 
personnel to manage multiple projectors in various locations from a single PC. Any company, government 
facility, or university can reduce maintenance and administrative costs by leveraging the network to remotely 
troubleshoot and correct user problems. ProjectorNet enables IT and facilities personnel to check on the status 
of any projector connected to the network at any time saving time, minimizing theft, and extending the life and 
usability of the projectors.  
 
Whether mounted on the ceiling or kept on the conference room table, the stylish profile of the InFocus LP640 is 
perfectly suited for boardrooms, meeting and training settings and even auditoriums. 
 
Availability 
The LP640 will be available in Q1 2004. For more information, please visit www.infocus.com. 
 
About InFocus Corporation  
InFocus® Corporation (Nasdaq: INFS), the worldwide leader in digital projection technology and services, 
enhances thinking, learning and creativity in boardrooms, meeting rooms and classrooms and delivers superior 
home entertainment experiences by vividly projecting larger-than-life images from multiple sources including 
computers, DVD players, and PDAs. A recognized projection pioneer and innovator, InFocus provides the most 
comprehensive line of business and home projectors, projector management tools, wireless technology and 
projection engines. From the smallest and lightest mobile projectors and feature-packed meeting room products 
to the finest and most compact home entertainment projection solutions, InFocus has garnered industry acclaim 
for design, functionality and intuitive solutions. InFocus Corporation's global headquarters are located in 
Wilsonville, Oregon, USA, with regional offices in Europe and Asia. For more information, visit the InFocus 
Corporation web site at www.infocus.com or contact the company toll-free at 800.294.6400 (U.S. and Canada) 
or 503.685.8888 worldwide. 
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InFocus, Proxima, LiteShow and LP are registered trademarks and ASK and ScreenPlay are trademarks of 
InFocus Corporation, and “Digital Light Processing” and “DLP” are trademarks of Texas Instruments. 


